Primary sensory cortical fields develop highly specific associative representational plasticity, notably enlarged area of representation of reinforced signal stimuli within their topographic maps. However, overtraining subjects after they have solved an instrumental task can reduce or eliminate the expansion while the successful behavior remains. As the development of this plasticity depends on the learning strategy used to solve a task, we asked whether the loss of expansion is due to the strategy used during overtraining. Adult male rats were trained in a three-tone auditory discrimination task to bar-press to the CS+ for water reward and refrain from doing so during the CSÀ tones and silent intertrial intervals; errors were punished by a flashing light and time-out penalty. Groups acquired this task to a criterion within seven training sessions by relying on a strategy that was ''bar-press from tone-onset-to-error signal" (''TOTE"). Three groups then received different levels of overtraining: Group ST, none; Group RT, one week; Group OT, three weeks. Post-training mapping of their primary auditory fields (A1) showed that Groups ST and RT had developed significantly expanded representational areas, specifically restricted to the frequency band of the CS+ tone. In contrast, the A1 of Group OT was no different from naïve controls. Analysis of learning strategy revealed this group had shifted strategy to a refinement of TOTE in which they self-terminated bar-presses before making an error (''iTOTE"). Across all animals, the greater the use of iTOTE, the smaller was the representation of the CS+ in A1. Thus, the loss of cortical expansion is attributable to a shift or refinement in strategy. This reversal of expansion was considered in light of a novel theoretical framework (CONCERTO) highlighting four basic principles of brain function that resolve anomalous findings and explaining why even a minor change in strategy would involve concomitant shifts of involved brain sites, including reversal of cortical expansion.
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Introduction
That primary (''early") sensory cortical fields are deeply involved in learning and memory is now well established. In contrast to traditional assumptions that primary sensory cortical fields function only as stimulus analyzers, associative learning is now known to specifically modify the representations of stimuli in animals and humans in the primary auditory (A1) (Scheich et al., 2011; Weinberger, 2011) , somatosensory (S1) (Galvez, Weiss, Weible, & Disterhoft, 2006; Pleger, Blankenburg, Ruff, Driver, & Dolan, 2008) , visual (V1) (Hager & Dringenberg, 2010; Miller et al., 2008) , olfactory (Li, Howard, Parrish, & Gottfried, 2008) and gustatory (Ifuku, Hirata, Nakamura, & Ogawa, 2003) cortices. Most extensively studied in A1, learning can shift acoustic frequency tuning to strengthen the encoding of sounds that predict reinforcement (Bakin & Weinberger, 1990; Edeline & Weinberger, 1993; Kisley & Gerstein, 2001) , which can also produce increased cortical representational area for a tone signal within the tonotopic ''map" of A1 (Recanzone, Schreiner, & Merzenich, 1993; Rutkowski & Weinberger, 2005) .
Highly specific learning-induced tuning shifts and increased area are instances of a previously unknown type of learningdependent plasticity, ''highly-specific associative representational plasticity". (For brevity, hereafter we generally use simply ''representational plasticity".) Whereas ''plasticity" is very widely applied to almost any instance of non-transient neural change, representational plasticity consists of systematic modification of the processing of a
